
Canada’s Jacques Villeneuve is officially a NASCAR race winner. 
The 1995 IndyCar titlist and 1997 Formula 1 World Champion 
overcame a five second penalty to grab his maiden NASCAR 
Whelen Euro Series (NWES) race win at Autodromo di Vallelunga 
in Italy on Saturday, October 30, as part of a doubleheader race 
weekend. Villeneuve crossed the finish line 6.3 second ahead of Vit-
torio Ghirelli and parked his No. 5 Academy Motorsport / Alex Caffi 
Motorsport EuroNASCAR FJ in victory lane. It was also the first 
EuroNASCAR PRO win for the Italian/Monegasque joint venture.

Villeneuve took over the lead in Turn 1 but was handed a five-
second penalty for jumping the start. The Canadian was put under 
constant pressure by Alon Day in second but fended off all attacks 
brought by the reigning EuroNASCAR PRO champion. While the 
events came thick and fast behind Villeneuve, the Academy Motor-
sport / Alex Caffi Motorsport driver took advantage of the hard 
battles behind him to open a six second gap on the rest of the field 
and score his maiden NASCAR Whelen Euro Series win.

“Finally, it’s been a long time coming,” said Villeneuve. “We have 
been fighting at the front a lot and the car was good in qualifying. It’s 
a track I used to race at in Formula 3 in the 1980s. We had a hard 
time in free practice, but in qualifying the car was amazing. I didn’t 
have to lift on the outside of turn 1. I just went for it and Alon lifted it.

“We made some changes before qualifying and after that the car 
was so easy to drive. It did exactly what I wanted it to do, and it was 
still good on old tires. It felt great to get my first win as part of the 
NASCAR group and it was good to win at 50 (years old), beat the 
youngsters and show them how it’s done.”

Then in the Sunday weekend finale, Villeneuve sped to his second 
consecutive NASCAR Whelen Euro Series victory at Autodromo di 
Vallelunga in Italy. The race started with a battle between pole-sitter 
Villeneuve and championship leader Hezemans. The latter grabbed 
the lead, while Villeneuve had to settle for second.

Then on Lap 10, Villeneuve overtook Hezemans with a beautiful 
move on the outside to grab the lead. The Canadian opened a gap 
on the rest of the field and rounded out a perfect race weekend 
for Academy Motorsport / Alex Caffi Motorsport with his second 
consecutive win.

“We only missed pole position on Saturday to have the perfect 
weekend,” said Villeneuve. “The car was flying. We didn’t have the 
straight-line speed, but we had the pace in the corners.”

While many drivers his age are slowing down, Villeneuve has 
been busier than ever, splitting his time between his French lan-
guage Formula 1 broadcast duties and his NWES schedule.

“I need to have a steering wheel in my minds,” said Villeneuve. “I 
need to have a race car. It’s what I love doing, since I can re-
member I wanted to race. I need that kind of adrenaline rush and 
competition.”

Villeneuve expects to pin down his 2022 racing plans over Christ-
mas, which could see the Canadian return to NASCAR Cup action, 
in addition to more NWES races.

“The plan is to race (NWES) next year, but we will discuss our 
plans over Christmas,” said Villeneuve. “I tested the new Cup car 
with a European team on the road course oval in Charlotte, so we 
are also looking at the possibility of doing the Daytona 500.” 

– With Files from Greg MacPherson and EuroNASCAR.com IT
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Jacques Villeneuve celebrates on the top of his NASCAR Whelen Euro 
Series mount with crew chief Bill Burns. Photos Courtesy of Bill Burns
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Petit Le Mans marked the final race for Mazda Motorsport’s 
venerable RT24-P prototype and the result could not have more 
strongly reinforced the programme’s “Never Stop Challenging” 
ethos, crossing the finish line at Road Atlanta a mere 3.3 seconds 
ahead of the second place No. 31 Cadillac after ten hours of hard 
racing, sealing an incredible win for Mazda Motorsports.

“I’m lost for words,” said Harry Tincknell. “Multimatic, Mazda, 
AER, everyone who has been involved in this programme, we said at 
the start of the weekend that we wanted to go out on a high. From 
the win at Sebring, to Watkins Glen and now Petit Le Mans, I’m so 
proud of everyone involved in the programme. It’s a real family and 
wherever this team goes next, it’s going to be very special. Thank 
you to everyone who has supported us. When it was announced 
the programme was finishing, the outpouring of support from all 
the Mazda fans really showed us how much support we had so we 
were desperate to do the best we could. There was no way I was 
going to let that one go at the end. We never gave up and I was so 
happy to bring it home.”

The victory was all the sweeter after the No. 55 Mazda had gone 
three laps down just over three hours into the race due to a spark 
plug failure. The comeback drive from Tincknell, Oliver Jarvis and 
Jonathan Bomarito, combined with bold strategy calls from the 
Multimatic engineering box, and impeccable pit work by the team 
resulted in the cars most spectacular result of the entire campaign.

“It’s not often that I’m lost for words, but I don’t really know what 
to say,” said Multimatic Motorsports boss Larry Holt. “I’m feeling 
quite emotional as it’s the last time we’ll campaign the Mazda and it 
just won a legendary endurance race, it’s hard to take in.

“We wear the Mazda “Never Stop Challenging” reference on our 
T-shirts and it has never been realised stronger than here in Atlan-
ta. It looked bleak when we were almost four laps down just three 
hours in, but not one member of the team thought that it wasn’t 
still possible to challenge for a win, and so it was. The pit stops were 
outstanding, the engineering and strategy calls were impeccable, 
and our drivers got their heads down and dealt with the traffic and 
endless restarts with calm and calculated aggression.

“Our pace never faltered, and Harry’s last stint will go down in the 
Multimatic Motorsports history books as a top five drive. I would 
also suggest that this win just went to the top of our all-time biggest 
accomplishments list. Thank you to every single member of the or-
ganisation, you guys made that magic happen. And finally, thank you 
to our partners, Mazda, for the trust and support you have given us 
over the past years, it’s why we have always been so motivated to 
win with the RT24-P.” – With Files from Multimatic IT

(Above) Oliver Jarvis, Jonathan Bomarito and Harry Tincknell celebrate their Petit Le Mans victory in the final race for the Mazda RT24-P prototype. 
(Below) The win was thanks in part to impeccable strategy by Multimatic. Photos Courtesy of Multimatic


